Learning@Home grid 4 – Year 6

Key - Purple Mash (PM), SeeSaw (SS)

Everyday

English

Maths

Topic

Reading
Two chapter challenge – Try and read
2 chapters a day! What genre book
have you chosen? What is the
relationship between the characters?

What is a conjunction?
Complete the activity sheet called “Using Different
Types of Conjunctions”

Telling the time to 5 minutes and to the minute
Use the link below to learn about telling the time 5
minutes
Complete the worksheets called Telling the time to 5
minutes and Telling the time to the minute
Use the answer sheets (attached) to check your answers

History

Computer option

Computer option
BBC Bitesize Clip – Using Conjunctions
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjgsk7

Computer option
Watch the video called Telling time to 5 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6RNkQ7lU8Y

Computer option
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00rkb
kt

Multiplication Practise

Using Conjunctions to show Time, Cause and Effect.
Complete one of the activity sheets called “Using
Time, Cause and Effect Conjunctions.”

Using AM and PM / Analogue to digital - 12 hours
Use the links below to learn about AM and PM time and
how to convert between analogue and digital. Complete
the worksheets and then use the answer sheets
(attached) to check your answers.

History

Computer option
Play ‘Alien Time’ on Purple Mash, set as a ‘ToDo’.

Computer option
Watch the video called AM and PM Time
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TT06ShRs4D0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRkqE6wV0uk

Computer option
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcvgh
39/articles/z9tkng8

A Giant’s Game

Using 24 – Hour and converting between analogue and
24 hour
Use the link below to learn about the 24 hour clock.
Complete the worksheet called using 24-hour and
converting between analogue and 24 hour then use the
answer sheets (attached) to check your answers

History
How did the Romans count?
Create a poster to explain how the Romans
counted. List different places that Romans
numbers are found today. Write your birth
date in Roman numerals. Write 5 word
problems that use Roman numerals.

Computer option
Watch the video called converting between analogue and
24 hours

Computer option
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P84MK_wJsPc

Times tables up to 12x12. Remember
to learn the related division facts
Computer option
Use Purple Mash Monster
Multiplications to race or
TableToons

PM

It would be great to see your work.

Use the activity sheets called ‘A
Giant’s Game’ to inspire your
writing based upon this picture.
What genre of writing will you
choose? What features do you
need to include?

If you can - post
it to Purple
Mash using the
class display board (called Year 6
Canterbury and Rochester)

On Seesaw we have posted
a version of the lessons we
are completing at school.
Take a look and record your learning
on Seesaw to be marked.
Remember it will not go up straight
away, as a teacher will need to check
it first.

If you get stuck use Purple
Mash 2email to email your
teacher with any
questions
Log on to the
Spelling Shed and complete the
games.

Computer option
Publish PM
https://www.pobble365.com/a-giants-game

PM

Look at the pros and cons of competing number
systems, including the Hindu-Arabic numbers we use
today.
Can you produce a poster to show some of the
different number systems?

Watch the video to learn all about the history of
maths - from how prehistoric people counted, to
modern technology.
Write numbers 1 to 10 in 5 different languages

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRkqE6wV0uk&t=250s

The Golden Key

Hours, Minutes and Seconds
Use the link below to learn about hours, minutes and
seconds.
Complete the worksheet called hours, minutes and
seconds then use the answer sheets (attached) to check
your answers.

Who is Tim Berners-Lees?
Use the information provided to write a
biography about Tim Berners-Lees. Include
why he is important and what he has achieved.

Computer option
Watch the video called Ticktock minutes: seconds,
minutes, hours and day
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcVK7vL08PY

Computer option
https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/science/famousscientists/tim-berners-lee/

Biography Writing
Write a biography of a person of interest to you using
the resources provided and key features. It could be
based on a notable figure such as Sir David
Attenborough, a sports person, an author or member
of our family.

Years, months, weeks and days
Use the link below to learn about Years, months, weeks
and days
Complete the worksheet called hours, minutes and
seconds then use the answer sheets (attached) to check
your answers.

MFL-French
How do you count to 100 in French? What do
you notice about the French number system?
Use the activities to count to 100 and use this
understanding to add two numbers together.
Watch the youtube link to help with
pronunciation.

Computer option
2Publish – publish your story and share with us on
PurpleMash.

Computer option
Watch the video called Years, Months, Weeks and Days
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTtPj2ijT74

Computer option
https://youtu.be/CEx2fPn-_UE

Use the activity sheets called ‘The
Golden Key’ to plan and write a time
travelling story. Show that you can
include direct speech between
characters in your story.
Computer option
2Publish – publish your story and share with us on
PurpleMash.

PM

PM

